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at the heart of dumol

With over two decades of farming and crafting wines of depth 
and elegance, we are proud to introduce the 2019 vintage of our 
appellation blends and vineyard designate wines. 

Thank you for playing a key role in bringing our portfolio to 
market. We are grateful for your partnership, drive and passion 
for exceptional wines. 

tom pillsbury
director of sales & partner
tom@dumol.com | 510.406.8855

michele martindale
western regional sales manager
michele@dumol.com | 415.218.3326

marc guerguy
national sales manager
marc@dumol.com | 925.788.2473

chloé lefler
mountain regional sales manager
chloe@dumol.com | 510.847.6911
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andy smith
winemaker, viticulturist & partner

What makes our 2019 wines so compelling is their natural balance between ripe 
succulent fruit, fragrant, savory spice, and pulsating coastal vibrancy. Following 
a historically wet spring, the fruit matured beautifully through the temperate 
summer. Quality was immediately apparent as we harvested each vineyard, 
picking at just the right time to capture what this region does so well—that 
delicate equilibrium between richness and freshness.  

Bright and lively fruit tones are balanced by a combination of tannin and 
acidity, supple and refined. Acidity levels are notably lower than the previous 
two vintages—more in line with 2016—so don’t hesitate to begin sampling 
these wines in the months ahead.  

This is not to minimize the wines’ depth or concentration, it’s just that they 
have so much dry fruit extract—the density of flavor from the grape skins 
themselves—that they present as multi-layered and enveloping. A striking 
aspect of the wines is how well they all hold up in a partial bottle over time, a 
strong indicator of an excellent vintage.  

our 2019 vintage
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2019 charles heintz vineyard isobel chardonnay

In 2019, everything that could go right at Heintz went perfectly, and this young 
wine is a vintage highlight. Generous spring rains freshened and revitalized the 
soils, the summer was sunny and mild, and the fruit ripened steadily and perfectly 
to an early October harvest. This high-elevation classic coastal vineyard always 
shines when the grapes cruise to ripeness during the mild days of October rath-
er than in September’s warmth. And the fruit in 2019 was absolutely pristine, 
making the latest bottling from this venerable old site one of our finest ever.

Bold, savory botanical notes complement the vineyard’s signature perfume of 
honeyed lemon and white flowers. Rich lemon curd, chamomile, waxy apple, and 
spearmint on the palate are buoyed by coastal energy that balances the wine’s 
intense oily texture. These old vines produce such a deep, rich core of fruit, every 
drop of tangy mineral acidity is needed to bring balance. Notes of sage and slate 
linger on the finish.

Drink between summer 2021 and 2027.

In 2019, everything that could go right at Heintz went perfectly.

sonoma coast
100% charles heintz vineyard
#4
37 years
hand harvested october 4 and 8
aged 11 months in 33% new french oak hogsheads from 
tonnellerie acf then three months settling in tank.
14.1%
554 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

4 5

2019 chloe chardonnay

The 2019 Chloe Chardonnay showcases the warmer central Russian River Valley 
district, wholly distinct from the coastal southwest ridgelines featured in our 
other wines. The soils here are clay-dominant and amplify the wine’s deep flavor 
and broad, layered texture.

Our richest 2019 Chardonnay bottling, this wine seamlessly combines three 
low-yielding classic vineyards which effortlessly provide detail, nuance, power, 
and finesse. The concentration is offset by lilting acidity, which flickers and fades 
and provides a counterbalance to all this power.

Deep and intense aromatics of nectarine, apricot, mint leaf, chamomile, and 
flint. The flavors are expressive and generous with wave upon wave of ripe stone 
fruits and lemon oil. Layered and expansive, the wine’s deep concentration builds 
through the palate to a rising finish of mineral-infused acidity and lingering 
notes of almond and honey. Serve at 58°F —not too cold—and drink between 
2022 and 2028.

Our richest 2019 Chardonnay seamlessly combines three low-yielding classic vineyards which provide 
detail, nuance, power, and finesse.

russian river valley
40% el diablo, 40% lorenzo and 20% ritchie vineyards
old wente 
11-47 years
september 9 and 24
12 months in 35% new french oak barrels from  
tonnellerie damy then 6 months settling in tank
14.1% 
960 cases of 750ml, 20 cases of 1.5l magnums and  
12 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

“... medium to full-bodied, and incredibly textured, with a drop-dead gor-
geous finish. This is another incredible Chardonnay from this estate that 
ranks with the crème de la crème of the vintage.”–Jeb Dunnuck, July 2021

98 
points
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2019 dumol estate vineyard chardonnay

To maximize quality for this 2019 vintage of our Estate Chardonnay, we isolated 
our favorite and finest high-density vineyard block, which led to substantially 
reduced production, and this wine will sell out quickly on release. The style is 
powerful yet refined, and there’s a delicate balance between complex botanical 
aromas and flavors, and the deeply intense citrus notes typical of this vineyard site.

The stylistic difference between the 2018 and 2019 vintages is readily apparent 
in this bottling. Whereas 2018 was dense and tightly coiled with elevated acidity, 
2019 is immediately broad and round with layers of texture that gently unfurl. 
The lower acidity inherent in this vintage leads to a wine that can be opened and 
enjoyed soon after release, while the intense fruit core is still front and center.

Beautifully complex aromas blend vibrant lemon zest and lime juice with fragrant 
mint and wild sage. There’s an edge of tarragon and oyster shell. The palate is 
immediately concentrated and creamy with a deep core of oily citrus fruits. 
Powerful, expansive, and long, this wine has a superb presence that drives on 
and on. Drink between 2022 and 2028. Serve just below room temperature.

Broad and round with layers of texture that gently unfurl, this is a wine that can be opened and enjoyed 
soon after release.

sonoma coast
dumol estate vineyard
mount eden 
15 years
september 17
12 months in 35% new french oak barrels/puncheon 
from atelier centre france, then 6 months settling  
in tank
14.1% 

450 cases of 750ml, 10 cases of 1.5l magnums and  
12 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

6 7
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2019 dumol estate vineyard pinot noir

Among my favorites of this vintage, our 2019 Estate Vineyard Pinot Noir is an 
elegant wine that is long, sleek, and deeply expressive of this coastal ridgetop 
site. We conducted a strict parcel selection in the vineyard at harvest, then a 
secondary selection after ten months in barrel, to ensure only the finest fruit 
comprised this flagship bottling.

Over many vintages we have come to expect that this will be our most ageable 
Pinot bottling, due primarily to the high vine density planting format in the 
vineyard itself. The wine has both higher acidity and tannin giving great longevity 
and the concentration of fruit and texture is elevated because each vine has to 
ripen only a moderate amount of fruit.

Aromas and flavors of black cherry, cassis, and the freshest possible raspberries 
—lifted, intense and elegant. Savory characters of thyme blossom and floral 
spice overlay a mineral base that is sleek, penetrating, and focused. You can feel 
the energy of the vines each time you come to the glass. Finishes with deep 
blackberry fruit and a dusty cocoa edge. Drink between 2022 and 2034. Enjoy a 
glass over an extended evening to fully appreciate the deep complexity inherent 
in one of our most site-driven wines.

A graceful and elegant wine that is long, sleek, and deeply expressive of our high-density, coastal ridgetop 
Estate vineyard.

russian river valley
dumol estate vineyard
calera and swan 
12 years
september 5–13
15 months in 45% new french oak barrels from  
tonnelleries chassin, remond and atelier centre 
france
14.1% 
710 cases of 750ml, 32 cases of 1.5l magnums and  
36 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

“A riveting Chardonnay... it's flawlessly balanced and has integrated acidity 
as well as a great finish. This is classic DuMOL elegance and purity paired 
with terrific density and concentration.”–Jeb Dunnuck, July 2021

97 
points

“Straight-up gorgeous on the palate as well, it's medium to full-bodied 
and has a solid spine of acidity, wonderful depth of fruit, and a great, great 
finish.”–Jeb Dunnuck, July 2021 

97
points
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wester reach:  
our multi-vineyard super cuvées

Our Wester Reach wines are grown in the extreme southwestern part of the Russian 
River Valley where we have specialized for over two decades. Approaching farming 
and winemaking as a seamless continuum, we select fruit from a spectrum of our most 
distinctive vineyards. Careful blending of complementary sites results in a wine that is 
complete and complex, ready to drink on release. These wines are the perfect introduction 
to our DuMOL portfolio.

Scan for
Wester Reach

trade tools.

10 11
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2019 wester reach pinot noir

Our 2019 vintage of Wester Reach Pinot Noir is a multi-layered interpretation of this 
classic region where we live and have farmed for close to twenty years. Comprising 
three of the region’s singular sub-districts, the wine blends fruit from the valley with 
vineyards that stretch westward toward the coolest “reaches” of the appellation’s high 
elevation coastal ridges. 
The wine achieves its generous base from our Flax Estate that overlooks the river in 
the Middle Reach. Here we find volume, structure, and density from hillside volcanic 
soils. On the deeper clays of the Santa Rosa Plains, Hanna Vineyard contributes 
broad fruit extract and textural richness. Perched on a ridgetop overlooking the Green 
Valley, Upp Road Vineyard offers soaring red and black fruit aromatics of gorgeous 
purity. Its high elevation neighbor, Widdoes Vineyard, provides classic black cherry 
fruit intensity and old vine woodsy complexity. Beyond the valley, approaching the 
coast, our DuMOL Estate melds all these layers together with dark fruit intensity, 
savory spice, and buoyant vibrancy. 
This beautiful lilting, dynamic wine is the essence of coastal Russian River Pinot 
Noir. The wine’s aromas and flavors encompass the entire spectrum of red and black 
fruits, savory spices, and earthy undertones: black cherry, wild berries, dried thyme, 
orange zest, sandalwood, and black tea. The palate is supple, broad, and lively, flowing 
seamlessly to a crunchy vibrant finish with rising red-mineral lift and silky structure. 
Drink from Summer 2021 to 2030.

Beautiful lilting and dynamic wine, the essence of coastal Russian River Pinot Noir.

russian river valley
26% dumol estate, 22% flax estate, 20% widdoes, 
16% upp road & 16% hanna
calera, swan, pommard, 943, martini, dijon and mt eden
5–35 years
hand harvested september 2 through 30
aged 12 months in 40% new french oak barrels  
followed by three months in tank.
14.1%
3,693 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

12 13

2019 wester reach chardonnay

Our 2019 vintage of Wester Reach Chardonnay is a multi-layered interpretation 
of this classic region where we live and farm. It includes some of the greatest sites 
in the appellation—vineyards that we have planted, farmed, and harvested for close 
to twenty years. Comprising three of the region’s singular sub-districts, the wine 
blends fruit from the valley with vineyards that stretch westward toward the coolest 
“reaches” of the appellation’s high elevation coastal ridges. Each district contributes 
something unique, be it valley-floor richness, ridgeline density, or coastal vibrancy. 
The broad orchard fruit generosity of our Flax Estate, located in the northern Middle 
Reach, centers the wine. We then layered in the trademark orangetangerine intensity 
of old vine fruit from the iconic Ritchie Vineyard on the Laguna Ridge. Beyond 
the valley, approaching the coast, our DuMOL Estate is the wine’s foundation, 
contributing powerful citrus fruit and savory-mineral drive. Perched high on a 
ridgetop overlooking the Green Valley, the Morelli Vineyard brings a lemon and 
honey supple texture. The crowning element, a parcel in the majestic Heintz Ranch, 
delivers sweet botanical and truffle-infused complexity. 
Aromas are rich with oily intensity: white peach, tangerine, crystallized ginger, and 
hazelnut underpinned by an edge of steely mineral freshness. Stone fruits and deep 
citrus oil dominate the palate, broad and layered, full of intricate nuances. Tangy 
lemon curd and grapefruit notes combine with fresh acidity to bring energy and 
focus to the long, vibrant finish. Drink between Summer 2021 and 2025.

Comprising vineyards that we have planted, farmed, and harvested for close to twenty years.

russian river valley
30% dumol estate, 22% morelli, 16% flax estate,  
16% charles heintz, 16% ritchie
old wente, mt eden & clone 4
5–47 years
hand harvested september 2 through 27
fermented and aged 11 months in 30% new french oak 
followed by three months settling in tank.  
complete malolactic fermentation.
14.1%
3,540 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

“Rounded with a rich mouthfeel of oak and tropical fruit, this wine offers 
layers and layers of complexity, structure and nuanced acidity.” 
–Wine Enthusiast, August 2021

98
points

“Dark oak and spice notes fill the entry of this impressive wine...Sub-
stantial structure is on offer, in addition to complexity. The wine is richly 
balanced and rewarding...”–Wine Enthusiast, August 2021

96 
points
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2019 jentoft vineyard ryan pinot noir

The 2019 Ryan speaks with a clear voice that is unequivocally expressive of its 
vineyard origin—the westernmost, highest altitude district in the Russian River 
Valley.

Grown on shallow hillside soils, the wine’s structure has a sharp, youthful edge 
that creates a pulsating electric character. The cool freshness of the air in this 
heavily forested site, surrounded by redwoods, translates into a multitude of savory 
nuances and sweet herbal scents in the wine’s aromas. This is a fascinating and 
delicious wine from a unique place—a great terroir.

Dynamic, lifted tiny berry fruits dominate the aromas which are unmistakably 
coastal in style, at once cool, dark, and penetrating. There’s a deep fruit intensity 
to this wine, but it maintains a brightness and mineral focus that is unique to 
its site. All elements are pushing in the same direction: seamless, focused, and 
direct. Licorice, macerated cherries, and cassis glide across the palate. A lilting 
woodsy fragrance lingers. Drink between 2022 and 2032.

Unequivocally expressive of its vineyard origin—the westernmost, highest altitude district in the Russian 
River Valley.

russian river valley
dutton-jentoft vineyard
calera 
12 years
september 5
15 months in 40% new french oak barrels from  
tonnellerie chassin
14.0% 
610 cases of 750ml, 24 cases of 1.5l magnums and  
24 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

“...a deeper ruby, translucent color and has a gorgeous array of black rasp-
berry and cherry fruits supported by ample spice box, savory flowers, rose 
petals, and dried bouquet garni-like nuances.”–Jeb Dunnuck, July 2021

96 
points
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2019 eddie’s pat ch syrah 

Of the great Syrah vintages in recent memory—2013, 2015 & 2016 spring 
to mind—2019 undoubtedly stands atop the summit of quality. This is one of 
those rare wines in which vintage, season, and grape variety carved out a perfect 
equilibrium to form something truly profound.  

For the first time, we have combined the finest parcels in our two long-term 
Syrah sources—Hoppe-Kelly & our Green Valley Estate—into a single thrilling 
wine of grand scale complexity. The resulting wine is simultaneously harmonious, 
complex, expansive, and ethereal. 

The wine’s aromas are dark, pure, and irresistible: wild blackberries, spring flow-
ers, graphite, lavender, and cured meat spring from the glass. There’s classic cool 
climate cracked black pepper and bay laurel. The wine is deeply fruited, chewy and 
succulent with dark berry fruit pastille and compote flavors. Despite its intensity 
and obvious power, the wine has a hi-tone brightness and finesse that carries it 
through to a long lingering finish of licorice spice. A great coastal Syrah. Drink 
between 2022 and 2038.

One of those rare wines in which vintage season and grape variety carved out a perfect equilibrium to 
form something truly profound.

russian river valley
73% hoppe-kelly and 27% dumol estate vineyard
alban and syrah noir 
6 and 20 years
september 7, 10, 14
15 months in french oak hogsheads from tonnellerie 
ermitage, 30% new, and 34% in tuscan amphorae
14.5% 
300 cases of 750ml, 10 cases of 1.5l magnums and  
12 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

2019 dumol wild mountainside syrah 

This 2019 is one of the greatest Syrah vintages of the last two decades, the wines 
poised, deep, and dramatic. Our Wild Mountainside is an exceptional offering 
blended from our two hillside vineyards, possessing an exotic wildness befitting 
its name, making it both playful and worthy of deeper contemplation. Its kalei-
doscopic aromas and flavors seem to emanate from deep within the soil, the fruit 
purity counterpoised with the wilder feral elements that make coastal Syrah so 
compelling. Like our Pinots, the wine is fermented with 30% whole clusters, which 
really heightens the floral impact, generous texture, and exotic spicy character.

Complex aromatics soar from the glass: blueberry and cherry, violet and graphite, 
cocoa and lavender. Flavors of boysenberry and cassis dominate as the wine flows 
to a broad, supple center, with notes of anise, sweet tobacco, and cracked black 
peppercorn throughout. Tannins are chewy, broad and fine, framing the lovely 
interplay between brightness and power, the wine finishing with lingering notes 
of licorice and floral lift.

Drink between late 2021 and 2030. As this is an incredibly versatile wine, I recom-
mend pairing it with rich stews or grilled meats. In its youth, the wine is best when 
decanted for an hour, and it is delicious the next day from a recorked partial bottle.

This exceptional blend from our two hillside vineyards possesses an exotic wildness befitting its name.

russian river valley
53% gvr estate and 47% hoppe-kelly
syrah noir, alban and estrella river
13 years
hand harvested september 21 and october 11
aged 15 months in 26% new french oak hogsheads from 
tonnellerie ermitage.
14.5%
572 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

16 17

“... revealing a dense purple hue to go with Saint-Joseph-like bright blue 
fruits, crushed stone, bouquet garni, and bacon fat notes. It's rich, medium 
to full-bodied, and beautifully balanced...”–Jeb Dunnuck, July 2021

94+ 
points

“Lusciously textured, this beautiful wine is brimming in layers of blueberry, 
lavender and stone. With fresh acidity throughout, it offers sumptuous body 
weight...finishing in well-integrated oak..”–Wine Enthusiast, August 2021

96 
points



andy smith
winemaker, viticulturist & partner

We’ve assembled our world-class Cabernet vineyards for their extraordinary 
physical site character and, above all, their unparalleled quality of fruit that 
naturally plays into our stylistic vision: unquestionable intensity and power, 
never at the expense of finesse and suppleness.  

A generous-cropping vintage like 2018 allowed our fruit to hang on the vine for 
an extended period, steadily building up unrivaled nuance and detail, so that, 
in the winery, we could extract all of its richness and complexity in a seamless 
and unforced Pinot-esque manner.  

These wines are complete, linear and precise, with tremendous reach and 
emotion. The level of subtle detail is notably high—each return to the glass 
offers intriguing new aromatic, flavor and textural elements to discover. The 
result is truly spectacular. 

our 2018 vintage

18 19
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2018 montecillo vineyard cabernet sauvignon

An extraordinary wine from a vineyard packed full of character and history, this 
is our finest vintage of Montecillo yet released, a mountain-grown wine of purity, 
precision and depth. This is among my favorite Cabernet wines I have bottled in 
over 20 years. It can easily go toe to toe with a sea of over-priced Napa Cabernets 
produced from young vines in non-distinct locations.

Planted in 1964, these old vines sit at 1,700 feet above Sonoma Valley. The high 
level of dry extract they naturally produce provides a remarkable mid-palate volume 
to the wine. The site’s highly eroded mountain soils yield grapes drenched in what 
I describe as a “red-mineral-vapor” vineyard signature, a volcanic/ferrous/iron 
quality that seems to come directly out of the soil into the wine. There’s a myriad 
of savory herbs, spices, flowers and fruits on display here—truly compelling stuff! 

Aromas of black plum and cassis merge with savory notes of sage, bay laurel and 
black pepper spice. An underscore of sweet tobacco and lead pencil interlace with 
complex ferrous notes. On the palate, generous red and black fruits lead the entry, 
offset by mountainside pine sap and dried herb edges. Broad tannins bring a sense 
of roundness to the palate, the texture expansive and lush with a well-structured, 
lingering finish of licorice, tapenade and rose petal. Decant if possible and drink 
between mid-2021 and 2030.

Among our favorite Cabernets we have bottled in 20+ years.

moon mountain district
montecillo vineyard
old vine selection
54 years
september 29th
aged 20 months in 55% new french oak from  
tonnellerie remon
14.3%
264 cases of 750ml, 6 cases of 1.5l & 3 bottles of 3l

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

2018 napa valley cabernet sauvignon

From the magnificent 2018 vintage, this classic Napa vineyard blend shows elements 
of both modern and traditional Napa Valley Cabernet styles. The wine is beautifully 
textured and layered with an expansive, mouth-filling palate and broad enveloping 
tannins, but this richness never comes at the expense of detail or freshness. There’s 
an intriguing seamless complexity that one would expect from a blend of vineyards; 
each site complements the next, layering nuance on top of power, breadth alongside 
elegance. The wine has evident volcanic-soil, cool-climate markers: intense floral 
lift, fragrant bay laurel, and woodsy potpourri notes. But it’s the fruit core from 
the warmer up-valley vineyards that leads the charge: ripe, dark, plush, and chewy 
with an extended arc of flavor and a subtle opulent finish.

Highly perfumed, exotic floral aromas intersperse with blackberry, plum, sweet 
thyme, and spiced clove. The palate is fruit-focused with black cherry and dark 
cassis notes alongside a sense of crushed stone. Cedar, pencil lead, and sweet 
tobacco notes shine through with a touch of bittersweet cocoa. Power matched 
with elegance offers a balanced opulence with myriad nuances. The wine’s natural 
density and well-defined tannins promise an aging potential of 12+ years.

Elements of both modern and traditional Napa Valley Cabernet styles.

napa valley
40% true dog knoll (oakville), 36% meteor (coombsville), 
12% roach (st. helena) & 12% ballard (spring mountain)

4, 7 & 337
5–18 years
hand harvested september 25 through october 9 
aged 20 months in 56% new french oak barrels
14.3%
960 cases of 750ml

appellation
vineyard

clone
vine age

harvest dates
barrel aging

alcohol
production

20 21

“Andy Smith has done a tremendous job marrying the savory intensity of this 
Moon Mountain site with a lush expression of fruit. A wine of impeccable 
balance and class, the Montecillo is superb.”–Vinous Media, January 2021

97 
points

“A lovely, 100% varietal wine aged 20 months in French oak, this is juicy, 
herbal and offers a substantial foundation of power...This is a good candi-
date for cellaring.”–Wine Enthusiast, August 2021

98 
points



r espect for t he l and
We are a “vineyard up” winery with a fully integrated approach to winegrowing 
and winemaking. We planted our high-density estate vineyards and have farmed 
many of California’s most renowned vineyards for more than two decades.

commitment to craf t 
We stick to what works and are focused on the fundamentals. We find inspiration 
in master, visionary producers around the world as we continually hone our 
craft—never imitating, ever refining.

We live the wine. This is a project that comes from who we are and what we 
love. Our small team is involved in every aspect of what we do, from farming 
our vineyards to shipping our wines.

her itag e and e xper ience 
With our winery founded in 1996, we are latter-day pioneers in the Russian 
River Valley. Our winemaker, viticulturist and partner, Andy Smith, farmed 
this region for nearly a decade before joining us in 1999, and our Associate 
Winemakers Julie Cooper and Jenna Davis, and Cellar Master Jaime Eufracio, 
have over 40 years combined experience at DuMOL. 

at o ur heart



d u m o l . c o m

“DuMOL, under the guidance of Andy Smith,  
continues to make brilliant, classic wines.” 

—jeb dunnuck, july 2021

Photo: DuMOL Estate Vineyard by Wildly Simple, Fall 2020 


